In a Rain of Shells

Never a PLEASANT FEELING

Russian Sailor Yields of Hor.

Joe Gurney, the famous British sailor, who


had been given the command of the


French cruiser "Mont Blanc,"


was killed by a shell from the German


submarine "U-20" on December 14th, 1917.


The story of this tragic event was


written by Mr. Gurney himself.


"I was on deck, watching the battle,


when a shell from the German sub-


marine hit the ship. I saw the


sailor fall overboard, and


then everything went black.


I remember nothing more until I


woke up in a hospital."


The medical state of a person


who was wounded in the battle


was reported to be critical,


and he was taken to the


hospital immediately.


"I am sure that Joe Gurney will


survive," said the doctor.


"He has been through this kind of thing before, and


he knows how to take care of himself."


The news of Joe Gurney's


wounding spread rapidly around the


world, and many people


expressed their sympathy for him.


"I hope that he will recover,"


wrote one of the readers.


"He is a brave man, and we


are proud to have him as a


leader."


Joe Gurney was a famous sailor


who had served in the British Royal


Navy. He had seen many battles and


had been wounded several times.


He was considered to be one of the


bravest men in the navy, and


his death was a great loss to the


country.


Tobacco Habit Cured


Industrial Era For Us


Dentists are the first to admit that


the use of tobacco has increased


during the last few years. They


say that the habit has become


more widespread among men,


and that it is likely to continue


in the future.


"The reason for this," said one


dentist, "is that the people are


becoming more careless about


their health."


"They no longer take care of


their teeth, and this is causing


a great deal of trouble."